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Life Beyond Big Data: Governing with Little Analytics To sew the pieces together
In an amorphous space he carves out moving figures, or else, he imagines relations of magnitude which adjust themselves one to another […] But it is not enough to cut out, it is necessary to sew the pieces together. You must now explain how those qualities which you have detached from their material support can be joined to it again (Bergson, 1912: 32) .
The advantage is we can throw all the data at algorithms and the algorithm sorts it, picks out the strongest relationships (SAS Analytics, 2013) .
In a crowded analytics workshop in London in 2013, a data analyst demonstrates the techniques that may "allow a user, without having to code, to segment data, to re-join data together, and to get insight into that data".
1 In a world of big data, he tells the assembled crowd, what matters is the capacity for businesses and governments to make sense of the data, to "throw it at algorithms" such that the strongest relationships between elements can be identified. Understood in these terms, the work of the analytics is concerned with cutting out pieces from across a vast array of data sources and types, before stitching them together in a composite of other data elements.
There can be little doubt that the very idea of "big data" is having significant consequences for economy and society, and for human knowledge -whether in the petabytes of scientific data generated by the Hadron Collider at CERN, or in the ongoing debates on the social sciences' use of transactional data for the understanding of human behaviour and social transformation. 2 The widely held view that we are 4 living in a world dominated by the "4 Vs" of "big data" -increased volume, variety, velocity, veracity -has led to a focus on the significance of the scale and scope of the digital traces left in the wake of people, things, money and ideas on the move (Boyd and Crawford 2012) . As data-generating devices proliferate, and as data storage and processing power has become more scalable, the rise of twenty-first century big data has been described as a "goldmine" of "magical material", a "new oil" fuelling innovative forms of economic transaction and circulation whose "core assets" are data (Kroes 2013; OECD 2013) .
And yet, what precisely is meant by the concept "big data"? What distinguishes, for example, our contemporary period of vast quantities of digitized data from what Ian Hacking (1982) more specifically observes as the "avalanche" of statistical number of the nineteenth century? 3 Hacking's detailed analyses of the emergence of statistical knowledge of the trends, rates and patterns of populations emphasizes the importance not only of the novel availability of data on nineteenth century population, but also the scientific and calculative techniques that rendered the data available for the "making up of people" by the state (1986). Hacking is attentive to the intimate relationship between rationalities and technologies of governing, and mechanisms for calculating, intervening and acting upon the world (see also Miller and Rose 1990) . It is precisely such reflection on the situated calculative techniques and processes used in the gathering, analysis and deployment of "big data" that we find to be absent from the contemporary ubiquitous use of the term.
As Bruno Latour notes, the "giant in the story" is not necessarily a larger character, or a figure with greater agency, "than the dwarf " (1988: 30) . The spatial scale of the object, we might say with Latour, tells us little about the capacities or agency that it assembles around it. Notwithstanding such problems of ontological scale in the designation of big/small, for our purposes there are two significant aspects to the 'big' in big data. First, big data pushes at the limits of traditional relational databases as tables of rows and columns, and requires new ways of querying and leveraging data for analysis, in addition to the structured query language (SQL) built for 5 relational databases in the 1970s. As larger volumes of data of more diverse types becomes available for analysis, algorithmic tools have developed in parallel -for the bulk processing and analysis of stored "data at rest", and for so-called 'real time'
analysis of streaming "data in motion" (Gupta et al. 2012: 43) . Second, big data is big to the extent that it exceeds and changes human capacities to read and make sense of it. Specifically, the contemporary pluralization of data forms exceeds the linear techniques of punch card indexes, population sampling and probabilistic calculation characteristic of Ian Hacking's variant of large scale printed number. The forms of sense-making that grew up around the collection of demographic data, such as census, and epidemiological data, such as statistical rates of mortality, and that persisted in early forms of computing, where the computer was a human who calculates, are transformed with new forms of human and machine reading of data (Hayles 2005; . The study of the form of sense-making that dominates twentyfirst century 'big' data analysis must also address, then, the dwarf in the story -the little analytical devices without which the giant of big data would not be perceptible at all.
Perception and the little analytics
Writing on perception, Henri Bergson describes a "transformative scene from fairyland", in which "as by a magician's wand" perception is conjured "so that it may have nothing in common with the matter from which it started" (1912: 32). For
Bergson, the inescapable problem of the "insufficiency of our faculties of perception" to capture infinite variation is one shared, albeit differently, by physics and metaphysics, by science and philosophy (1965: 132) . 4 The "difficulty of the problem", as described by Bergson, is that "we imagine perception to be a kind of photographic view of things, taken from a fixed point" by an apparatus, a device or an "organ of perception " (1912: 31) . The knowledge of a material world given to us by perception "works a dividing up of matter that is always too sharply defined, always subordinated to practical needs", whilst "our science, aspiring to the mathematical 6 form, over-accentuates the spatiality of matter " (1965: 211) . In short, for Bergson perception is attuned to action, to the carving out of a series of still images, a bringing to attention that allows action to take place. To be clear, it is not the case that data analytics can be considered analogous to Bergson's many and varying accounts of the faculties of perception, but that all forms of perception, human and non-human, physical and metaphysical are intractably bound up with attention and action, with how an image of something of interest is brought to attention for action (Crary 1999) . The practices of data mining and analysis institute curious forms of perception, drawing as they do so extensively on the spatial methods of the mathematical and physical sciences (Mackenzie 2014; Parisi 2013) , and yet claiming to produce an enhanced version of perception, to capture a world of flux, a "totality of images", data streams and becoming. 5 .
The question for Bergson's philosophical method, then, is thus not "how perception arises" but "how is it limited", to know "how and why this image is chosen to form part of my perception, while an infinite number of other images remain excluded from it" (1912: 34) . The task at hand, as Bergson understands it, is to "give up your magician's wand" and "follow the process to the end", to understand how a perception that "should be the image of the whole" becomes limited and "reduced to the image of that which interests you" (1912: 35-6) . The work of data analytics processes appears to institute a specific form of carving out and extraction from a broader extensity of big data -audio files, social networking site text, binary image files, GPS data, RFID tag reader data, digital public records, and so on -and the stitching together with other data elements. Like Bergson's fairyland scene, where an image of interest is extracted from a whole, data analytics are instruments of perception: they carve out images; reduce heterogeneous objects to a homogeneous space; and stitch together qualitatively different things such that attributes can be rendered quantifiable. If the metaphor of big data is to continue to dominate the governing of digital life, then it cannot be understood without the little analytics that make data perceptible. As Katherine Hayles suggests, data that are "unimaginable in their totality" and "too vast to comprehend", are rendered "more or less tractable" by 7 the algorithms that make them searchable (2012: 230) . In effect, one of the many problems with a pervasive focus on "big" and "data" is that the finite and granular minutiae of the analytics are overlooked. From the financial subject's online access to mobile and adaptive credit scoring (Marron 2007) , to the business and marketing analysis of personal data generated via mobile devices about their users (OECD 2013) , to the use of algorithmic and automated border controls (Amoore 2011) , it is the work of the little analytics that make ever more finite interventions in the governing of life itself (Rose 2006) . In the discussion that follows we focus on how the work of analytics and algorithms not only transforms the meaning and value of data, but also inscribes the very perception of the world in which we live, govern, and are governed. Animated by Bergson's injunction to "give up the magician's wand"
and "follow the process", we discuss three empirical processes through which little analytics re-shape the landscape of what can be perceived, known and acted upon:
ingestion; partitioning; and memory.
Ingestion: "n=all"
Reporting on the rise of "analytics based decision making" the consultants Accenture urge their business clients to "move beyond traditional sources of data" and "seize the opportunities for new insights" created by new sources such as "text analytics from social media and digital interactions" (Accenture 2013: 5 and how it can be rendered analysable. In the vocabulary of the computer scientists and data analysts, data is no longer strictly "collected" but rather is "ingested" such that everything becomes available to analysis, the sample becoming infinite, or "n=all". 6 The earliest use of the concept of ingestion for analysis of data in multiple formats can be found in papers from IBM's research on smart surveillance and web architecture (Gruhl et al 2004; Chiao-Fe 2005) . The use of 8
In the past, conventional forms of "structured" data, characterised by "numbers, tables, rows, and columns" (Inmon and Nasaevich 2007: 1) , were the only forms of data to inhabit the world of databases, spreadsheets and statistical tables, and thus were the only data that could be leveraged for analysis. In many ways, the distinction between structured and unstructured data that dominates data science discourse and social science accounts is profoundly misleading. Of course, we might say that all data declared to be unstructured is always already structured, and certainly remains structured in important ways within data architectures and digital devices (Kitchin 2014; Berry 2014 ). Yet, while structured data is territorially indexable, in the sense that it can be queried on the horizontal and vertical axes of spreadsheets within databases, so-called unstructured data demands new forms of indexing that allow for analysis to be deterritorialized (conducted across jurisidictions, or via distributed or cloud computing, for example) and to be conducted across diverse data forms -images, images, text in chat rooms, audio files, and so on. 7 In the main this has implied making unstructured data analysable by the establishment of links with already indexed structured data and the creation of new indexes.
So, for example, IBM's "predictive policing" software uses content analytics that promise to: "search and analyse across multiple information sources, extracting key pieces of information like new addresses, credit cards or passports that can help resolve identities, build relationship networks and trace patterns of behaviour" (IBM 2012: 2) . The linking of the data elements is performed through "joins" across data from different datasets, either on the basis of direct intersections with already indexed data (e.g. via a phone, credit card or social security number ingested from a database), or probabilistically, through correlations among data points from different sources (e.g. text "scraped" from a Twitter account correlated with facial biometrically tagged images drawn from Facebook). Though in many ways the use of the join is not novel and is commonly used for relational databases, the analysis operates with ingestion coincides with an expansion of analysable samples of digital data, such that it is said that "n=all", or the sample is equal to everything. 7 The concept of index is used here in the sense proposed by Deleuze and Guattari to denote the capacity to designate the state of things, territorially locatable in time and space (1987: 124) . Understood thus, for example, extraction algorithms are required in order to territorially index unstructured objects, as in the use of biometric templates derived from Facebook. It is the extracted template that makes the object searchable in time and space.
a much more diverse pool of data. The allure of unstructured data is that it is thought to contain a wealth of previously hidden insight and patterns heretofore unseen. The growing use of analytics capable of reading and making sense of data, of unlocking its potential, is tightly interwoven with a "world of promise and opportunity" thought to be buried in a text in need of an index (Inmon and Nesavich, 2007) . We can sense here "a desire for wholeness, an embrace of the total and comprehensive" that ceaselessly "generates a politics of mash-ups, compilation and assemblage" (Ruppert, et al, 2013:38) .
Following the process of ingestion: text and sentiment analysis
Consider a global pharmaceutical company conducting "web listening" for sentiment analysis of open source Twitter and online epilepsy support social network data. 8 Of the 60,000 epilepsy sufferers in the UK, the majority take one of two major commercial drugs, one of which is produced by a global pharmaceutical company, we will call them Alpharm, who wish to understand the "churn" in patients moving to the alternative drug. parsing algorithms to split the sentences into "tokens", which may be words, numbers or symbols, and stemming algorithms to reduce the words to their base or root (so, the words "thinks", "thinkers" and "thinking" are stemmed to a common root "think"). A network analysis was then conducted to reveal significant nodes and links such as, for example, the association between a drug brand-name and a particular side-effect, or between an affective quality such as fear or panic and a significant life event. Questions that were asked of the data via the analytics included: "how do people live with their disease?"; "what are the notable patterns in the therapeutic use of music, sport, or alcohol?"; "who are the key opinion leaders in this social network?" Significantly, these were not thought to be queries that Alpharm could make of the more conventional linear structured data otherwise available via patient or medical practitioner surveys. The subtleties of affects such as anger, rage, depression, melancholy or anxiety were thought to be retrievable via the social media data in a way that accesses and reads life in its very emergence, in the unfolding of life.
What one can see in the use of text analytics and sentiment analysis is not merely a world of more freely available big data or n=all, but more specifically a distinct mode of gathering and reading that data. It is the gathering and reading that form part of the work of the little analytics. At first glance, text analytics does not appear dissimilar from reading as such and, indeed, the genesis of text mining has its roots in natural language processing and semantic structure. However, as Katherine
Hayles has argued persuasively, machine reading is a specific kind of reading that not only allows algorithms to read text, but also alters irrevocably the way humans read and, consequently, the way humans think and perceive (2012: 28-9). What matters is thus not strictly whether machines may somehow read "like humans", but rather how the possibilities of digital forms such as text analytics change the practice of reading for humans and machines alike. 9 The "hyper reading" that Hayles identifies among multiple forms of human and machinic reading, consists of "skimming, scanning, fragmenting, and juxtaposing texts", being a mode of reading attuned to "an information intensive environment" (2012: 12). The reading involved in text analytics, engaged on the part of the algorithms and the humans who action a query, is just such "hyper reading" of multiple forms and sources of data as though they were a single text.
As in our Alpharm example, in order for the particular object of interest to be perceptible, a certain damage is done to words and syntax, and to context. Consider the processes necessary for text analytics to read: the removal of "stop words", including "and", prepositions, gender suffixes in some languages, and the definite and indefinite articles "the" and "a"; "stemming" whereby words are reduced to their stems; and the removal of punctuation marks and case sensitivity (Manning and Schütze 2002). In effect, as one sees in the pharmaceutical company's scraping of the web for a "complete life story" of a person, in order for a life to be read with data analytics any trace of a context, movement, or a story that has recognisable narrative must first be pruned out. As Hayles points out, there remain important differences between narrative-based stories of literature and data-based storytelling:
The indeterminacy that databases find difficult to tolerate marks another way in which narrative differs from database. Narratives gesture toward the inexplicable, the unspeakable, the ineffable, whereas databases rely on enumeration, requiring explicit articulation of attributes and data values (Hayles 2012: 179) . Because text analytics and sentiment analysis conduct their reading by a process of reduction to bases and stems, their work exposes something of the fiction of a clear distinction between structured and unstructured data. Through processes of parsing and stemming, everything can be recognised and read as though it were structured text. The novel distinction, then lies not merely with some newly abundant unstructured data stream, but with the process of ingestion itself. From the Latin "ingerere", to carry into, to ingest suggests the drawing in of quantities of matter into an engine or body, such that the contents can be filtered, some of them absorbed and others expelled or discarded. For instance, in his first interview with the filmmaker Laura Poitras, Edward Snowden refers to the "ingestion by default" of "bulk" communications data by the National Security Agency (NSA), wherein the software "absorbs" that which has value or interest. 10 When one hears government statements that the "haystack" is required in order to target the "needle", it is the process of ingestion that is key (Intelligence and Security Select Committee 2014).
The analytics solutions that inhabit this world of ingestion -such as Tibco Spotfire Now there is no essential difference between the process by which this acid picks out from the salt its base, and the act of the plant which invariably extracts from the most diverse soils those elements that serve to nourish it. In short, we can follow from the mineral to the plant, from the plant to the simplest conscious beings, from the animal to the man, the progress of the operation by which things and beings seize from out of their surroundings that which attracts them, that which interests them practically […] simply because the rest of their surroundings takes no hold upon them (Bergson 1912: 207-8) .
The analytics promise to leverage all types of data stored across multiple architectures in order to "unveil" things that could not otherwise be seen, the "previously impossible, hidden patterns" that dwell in the folds and joins between data forms. Yet, if we understand the work of the analytics in "seizing from the 10 Available at http://www.theguardian.com/profile/laura-poitras See also Harding (2014: 110, 204 ).
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surroundings" that which interests or sustains, then we begin to see how qualitative differences between data forms become obscured by the pursuit of the object of interest. 11 The analytics extract from diverse elements that which is of interest, indifferent to the heterogeneity that surges beneath that data. Viewed in this way, the contemporary big data question of how to approach "n=all" is posed rather differently. In contrast with a word of big data that seeks out "complete data sets never available before" (interview 1 October 2013) and where "big data wants n, nothing else" (Hildebrandt 2013: 6 ), n=all appears instead as an impossible claim.
The process of ingestion draws in the data rather as Bergson's hydrochloric acid acts upon chalk, or a plant acts on diverse nutrients in the soil, that is to say indifferent to the "all" with which it communes. In this specific sense "n" will never be equal to all. In the so-called "flat files" of analytics algorithms which quite literally flatten the multiple distinctions among data forms in order to make the data readable and analysable, the complex temporalities of the life that generated the data are entirely lost.
Partitioning: "transform, select, and filter the variables"
As IBM describe their Intelligent Miner software, the task of analytics algorithms is "to extract facts, entities, concepts and objects from vast repositories" (2012: 2).
Understood thus, the work of the analytics can be conceived as one specific from of sense-making -one means by which subjects and objects of interest are partitioned from a remainder and singled out for attention. How are qualitatively different entities in a heterogeneous body of data transformed into something quantitative, something that can be enumerated? In his early work Henri Bergson differentiates between two ideas of time, the time of lived experience, or durée réelle, and the mechanistic time of science in which time is a succession of images or spatial frames, as in film (Ansell Pearson and Mullarkey 2002: 17) . In this spatial representation of time as a "series of halts", we begin from a fixed point "in the immobile to watch for the moving reality as it passes instead of putting ourselves back into the moving reality to traverse with it" (Bergson 1965 ; see also Connolly 2011) . Understood thus, the fixed instrument of perception partitions, according to what is of interest to it, a series of immobile stills from which to derive some picture of a changing world.
As Gilles Deleuze notes, Bergson "calls into question the order of needs, of action, and of society that predisposes us to retain only what interests us in things" and that "tends to obscure differences in kind" (1991: 33) . Following Bergson, Deleuze understands the qualitative multiplicity of "duration" to bear all of "the differences in kind", while "space" is unable to "present anything but differences of degree (since it is quantitative homogeneity)" (1991: 31). The patterns of life that are so readily claimed as the world captured by analytics might be properly thought of as durational, multiple, continuous and qualitative. Like the modern physics Bergson and Deleuze describe, the analytics extract and detach data from the whole, drawing a series of discontinuous spatial images as vantage points on a mobile world. While analytics claim to afford a vantage point on emergent life patterns and tendencies, in practice they spatialize time and substitute differences in kind for differences in degree, collapsing qualitative difference into enumeration and action.
Following the process of partitioning: MapReduce
Let us consider more closely the form of partitioning at work in one widely deployed programming model which uses distributed or parallel computing, MapReduce.
Originally designed by Google in order to transform the indexing of Google webpages, MapReduce is a framework for parallel processing across vast data sets (Dean and Ghemawat 2004) . In the context of data proliferating in different forms and across different databases and servers, the "challenge", as understood by data scientists, is said to be the "feasibility of reasoning over such large volumes of data" Hadoop, the MapReduce architecture makes it feasible to analyse data precisely via its distributed form, by dividing computation into two distinct phases.
The first 'map' step "breaks down the data into manageable pieces", subdividing the aggregate problem into multiple discrete elements and "automatically spreads them to different servers" (Ohlhorst 2013: 8) . The input files are "sharded", that is to say they are not divided according to the existing structure of the files, but arbitrarily -so, MapReduce is thought to unlock hidden value because it makes it possible to analyse exponentially increasing volumes of diverse data for patterns and clusters that are not necessarily determined in advance. The partitioning and analysis of data using Hadoop software deploys algorithms in a process described as "knowledge discovery". In contrast to the deductive production of knowledge from apriori queries or hypotheses, in this case the data analytics use inductive steps to identify previously unknown patterns in a large volume of data (Dunham, 2002) . The significance here is that knowledge discovery increasingly does not begin with a set of search queries against which the data will be run. Instead, the process inductively generates queries such that the analytics are said to "let the data speak" (Rickert In this way, the work of the analytics is to discover, aggregate and interpret rules for items within a subset of data. It is the rules generated by the analytics that will determine what is to be of possible value. Let us imagine, for the purposes of illustration, a rudimentary knowledge discovery process in which it is inferred that transactions in a database which contain item x also contain item y. So, it may be that 24% of customers who purchase a novel x from an online retailer will also purchase music download y, and that 5% of the total transactions in a given period contain both purchases. In this example, 24% expresses the confidence score of the rule x→y, and 5% expresses the support for the rule. The problem of knowledge discovery across a large volume of transactions, then, is to run the analytics in order to identify all rules that satisfy some predetermined level of support and confidence (Zhang and Wu 2001) . What matters is thus not the intrinsic value or content of x or y, but how these data items can be associated together and what can be known about their relations with a wider set of bulk data (Agrawal et al. 1993) . Importantly, the use of association rules for large transaction datasets is not unproblematic, as their analysis can reveal "hundreds of thousands of rules at reasonable levels of support or confidence", with many of them being "redundant or obvious", and therefore, "not interesting" (Klemettinen et al., 1994) . A process of "pruning" is therefore required in order to reduce the things of interest to the "strongest relationships in the data" (Raeder and Chawla, 2011: 100) . When IBM queried the temporality of the 100 terabytes and 100% duty cycle, they specifically asked how many data analysts would make simultaneous queries of the data in the scenario. The CIA responded to the query by appealing to the existing practices of data analytics in the commercial sphere, inviting the bidders to bring to the state the techniques already though to be best practice in economy and
commerce: "The contractor should propose commercial best practices derived from their commercially available solutions to provide data analytics via the MapReduce software framework to concurrent users from multiple organizations" (2013: 7). Here the divergent responses of IBM and Amazon to the scenario reveal rather more than two competing interpretations of the requirements. They afford a glimpse of how the data analytics in processes such as 'scissors' sort large volumes of data, and the proximity of security applications such as PRISM and TEMPORA to the commercial data analytics used every day to tell us which book we might like to buy next.
Amazon's established commercial practice of analysing 'clickstream' data on its customers in close to real time and on a continuous cycle, it seems, better met the CIA's requirement for analytics to deal with large volumes of unstructured internet data to be queried by multiple concurrent users, from border and immigration control to counter-terrorism officers.
The capacity to integrate data analytics across multiple analysts, and to map and reduce across multiple modes, exhibited here by Amazon, contrasts with IBM's extraction of "batches" of data for analysis. One response to the CIA's scenario appears to sustain a somewhat conventional social science approach to sampling, and a particular relation between the subset and the 'whole' of big data. In the other response one can see the ceaseless stream of ingestion, partitioning and reassembly that affords novel iterative approaches to 'sample' and 'whole' where, in effect, people and objects continually cross back and forth across the sample and the whole. The distributed analysis of data streams, as David Berry writes, sustains "some form of relationship with the flow of data that doesn't halt the flow, but rather allows the user to step into and out of a number of different streams in an intuitive way " (2011: 143) . In Amazon's MapReduce framework for the CIA, it is the identification of patterns of note across different data streams that gives rise to a threshold at which a target or person of interest is identified.
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The mobile thresholds of support and confidence for an association rule -the very key to setting the gauge for the analytics -have become highly significant political boundaries for our times. The threshold is the moment when the "strongest relationships" are identified, the moment when someone or something of interest becomes perceptible. In the historical origins of data analytics this threshold was The partitioning and assembly processes not only structure something of the threshold of political visibility, but also redefine the lines of sovereign authority. In the design of software for "sovereign information sharing" (SIS) for the US Transportation Security Administration (TSA), for example, the analytics are said to enable "computation across autonomous data sources in such a way that no information other than the intersection results is revealed" : 2.1).
Such insights into the work of the analytics are critical to the contemporary form of governing life. Though the classified nature of programmes such as PRISM and TEMPORA make it impossible to definitively identify whether sovereign information sharing is the technique used, the computer scientists reveal clearly how their analytics make it possible to share the sub-set data on persons who cross a threshold "of interest" while annexing the big data sample from which it was drawn.
In the TSA example available in the public domain, the airlines encrypt their PNR data and the security authorities encrypt their watchlists, with the analytics running the "intersection results" for patterns, associations and matches. "The TSA agrees that the use of the intersection results will be limited to the purpose of identifying suspects", write the computer scientists, "but it will store all the metadata" (2005:
21 6.5). In the TSA's sovereign information sharing system, the analytics become part of the condition of possibility for sovereign power. Not only does SIS appear to make possible sovereign decisions on who or what poses a risk to US transportation security, but it also establishes the threshold at which data on persons of interest are pulled to the perceptible surface in the 'Map' process and extradited to the 'Reduce' step where a calculation is made about them.
The partitioning work of contemporary analytics such as MapReduce, then, is political in the sense that it defines the threshold of perceptibility. This is a threshold where, as Deleuze reminds us with Bergson, "differences in kind can no longer appear", and where science "no longer presents anything but differences of degree, of position, of dimension, of proportion" (1991: 34). Analytics are technologies of degree par excellence. They subdivide a heterogeneous dataset such that no original whole could ever meaningfully be reassembled. The partitioning has significant implications for any critical response to the pervasive use of programmes such as Hadoop -at our borders, in our consumer databases, inside the risk calculations of banks, and so on. For the work of the analytics is not at all challenged by the demand that the "context" of data be respected in its analysis (Nissenbaum 2010), nor that one has the right "to be forgotten" or deleted in a digital age (MayerSchönberger 2009). The processes of partitioning and analysis precisely do not require a context, nor do they need individuals who can be remembered. The critical demand for a contextual limit to the analysis of life data, or a deletion of the digital subject, gains little purchase in a world where attributes are extracted from their qualities and afforded numeric values. The analytics that partition big data make it possible to forget the person and the context, but to remember the position, the distance or proximity of association.
Memory: "near real-time analytics"
Presenting their analytics for stream-based event processing, analytics providers
Tibco introduce their Spotfire solution:
22
Tibco helps you understand the past so that you can better anticipate the future. We call it the two second advantage… What good is it to know that you've lost your customer after the customer has left your premises? What good is it to know that there is a power outage after a city is in darkness? Or that fraud has occurred after the money has left the bank? This is the power of the two second advantage. This is the importance of being able to both understand the past and anticipate the future.
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Tibco's development of analytics that promise to identify emergent trends and to enable anticipatory action -to "uncover opportunities nobody else can see" -signals something of the temporality of contemporary analytics. Tibco's "Spotfire" promises to "turn data into actionable insights with dashboards, apps and analytics", so that data on unfolding events can be used to enable fast and strategic "near real time"
decisions. The software for such stream-based analysis identifies links between events coming from multiple data sources -for example, Twitter trends, smart phone transactional data, Facebook 'likes' -stitching together the data signals to anticipate near futures, what they call the "two second advantage". Such methods are becoming ubiquitous in the commercial world, for identifying people with a propensity to "churn" and transfer their custom to a new company, and in the security domain, where "attack planning" is thought to be identifiable at the intersection of multiple data events. Spotfire also signals a broader move to simplify the interface between the analytics and the user, such that she "doesn't need to understand the R-code running in the background"; the "software automatically chooses the most appropriate forecasting algorithm"; and the analyst can seek help from "what does it mean pop-ups", without having to understand how the forecast was created. 14 The relationship between past data, decisions made in the present, and actions taken on a future that is seconds away, then, is significantly reconfigured by advanced analytics. What form of machinic memory do the analytics access in order to anticipate the future? How do simplified "drag and drop" interfaces which hide the complexity from the analyst change the orientation to decision and action?
The claim of the analytics' capacities to analyse data in near real time, or with a "two second advantage", is based upon data stream processing. In effect, the stream of (1912: 193) . If, as Bergson understands it, perception of the present is more precisely located in the immediate past -"practically we perceive only the past" -then could it be that any claim to a "real time" present can only hope to engage "the invisible progress of the past gnawing into the future"? (1912: 194) . Bergson termed "attention to life " (1912: 63) . Where "attention to life" bears witness to the "adaptation of the past to the present, the utilization of the past in terms of the present" (Deleuze 1991: 70) , the features or patterns of life sought by major supermarket chains and national security agencies know no limitations, no indeterminacies, nothing that is not available to action.
.
Where the durational time of consciousness confronts the indeterminate future by shedding some light gathered from selected past states, combining with present states, it does so in the knowledge that "the rest remains in the dark" (Bergson 1912: 194) . Amid their claims to predict human propensities, by contrast, analytics engines such as ARIC and Spotfire confront an indeterminate future in order precisely to leave nothing in the dark and nothing undetermined. Though the analytics share with consciousness the selection of some discrete past events, there the commonality ends. For the analytics take the light of some past states and project it forward as though there could be no dark corners remaining -all propensities will be known, all future acts anticipated. When analytics like ARIC are being used to monitor social media in the Arab Spring uprisings, or to monitor Twitter in the predictive policing of urban protest, it is of great significance that all memory of every past infraction is thought to be retrievable, all futures foreseeable. Indeed, the 'event' in event stream analysis is annulled as such, along with the 'real' in real time analytics. For nothing new or eventful can emerge, such is the machine time of the iterative replay of the past state, modified for recent deviations and gnawing into the uncertain future.
Conclusions: the loss of a fallible world
Asked to explain the distinction between the advanced analytics deployed in the commercial spheres of retail and banking and those used for state-oriented security purposes, an analyst reflects on the problem. "We license software for companies to detect fraud and we license it to governments for counter-terrorism", he says, "but we don't know what they do with it because that would be classified". "I assume", he concludes, "they are using the most advanced analytics" (interview 1 October 2013).
What is perhaps most notable here is that, at least from the standpoint of the software designers and analysts, the overriding process is one of ingestion, 27 partitioning, retrieving and analysing large volumes of data in order to identify people, objects, or patterns of interest. In terms of computer science and mathematics, it scarcely matters what those data are, or from whence they camethey could be financial transactions, supermarket purchases, or national security watchlists -what matters is the capacity to identify something of interest amid the mass, and the capacity to action that analysis.
It is precisely because of the growing ubiquity of big data analytics across diverse spheres of life that social science should pause in the rush to "exploit the value of big data" and attend carefully to what form of analysis is engaged by advanced analytics. The apparent "big" in big data departs significantly from the "avalanche"
Ian Hacking (1990) (1999: 2). As instruments of perception, the technologies of analytics not only focus human attentiveness on particular persons or things of interest, but they also annul and discard as redundant much of the material context from which these persons 28 and things emerged. In this sense, the little analytics are one element of a "contemporary experience that requires that we effectively cancel out or exclude from our consciousness much of our immediate environment" (Crary 1999: 16) . And yet, they are not merely the twenty-first century manifestation of Benjamin's "mechanical reproduction" or Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison's (2007) "mechanical objectivity". As we have proposed, the invention of analytics engines has transformed the nature of analysis and, with it, the nature of what and how life can be rendered governable.
By way of conclusion we draw out three implications of a focus on the work of analytics, as they transform the governing of economic, social and political life. First, the advent of advanced analytics ushers in a specific and novel epistemology of population. At first glance the formulation n=all appears to render the whole of population as the sample -all data on all of life's transactions are, at least in theory, available to analysis. But the population as the sample in contemporary analytics processes does not imagine the population as a "curve of normality" or a Gaussian bell curve of plotted attributes (Foucault 2007: 63) . Once we "give up on the magician's wand" and "follow the process", as advised by Bergson, we can see how the object of interest becomes detached from the population as such. As the mathematicians and analysts tell us, advanced analytics work not merely with a
statistical notion of what is interesting, but also via an inductive process of knowledge discovery in which the process generates the rules. Thus, in the "chain analysis" of air transportation security algorithms, the person of interest emerges from the links of "activities funded"; "member of"; "listed"; "acquainted with"; "travelled to"; "countries visited"; and "geopolitical events" (Government Accountability Office, 2007) . The population in the n=all formulation is a curious entity -a series of possible chains of association in which there are no standard bell curves of normality, and from which anyone or anything could become a matter of interest or concern.
Second, the advent of data analytics brings significant ontological implications for thought and practice. The processes of ingestion, partitioning, and machinic memory reduce heterogeneous forms of life and data to homogenous spaces of calculation.
Algorithmic technologies such as those we have described tend to reduce 29 differences in kind to differences in degree, as Bergson and Deleuze might say, or to distances data-point to data-point. From these processes of reduction and flattening it is thought that a different kind of life story -patterns of life -emerge, and that interventions and decisions can be made on their basis. The affective world of an epilepsy sufferer, a sub-prime borrower, a border crosser, a terrorist, a criminal, is thought to be excavable from the seams and joins of multiple data sources. But, what kinds of stories can be told with analytics? What happens to the things that cannot be spoken, or that which is not fully accessible to us even of ourselves? In current debates on protecting people from the worst vicissitudes of data mining and algorithmic decision, the emphasis is placed overwhelmingly on the restriction of processes to specified people of interest and specific queries defined in advance. As we have argued, this framing entirely misunderstands the work of the analytics. The stories of the mass or bulk data are precisely the means by which the queries are generated -the analytics require the mass data in order to decide on what or who is interesting, and this can only ever be retroactive.
Finally, the rise of analytics has important consequences for the form of contemporary politics. In effect, the analytical processes of ingestion, partitioning and reassembly, and memory we have described make a particular claim in the world, they say "n=all", "this is the world", "here it is", all data is rendered tractable. They carve out and convert radical heterogeneity into flat difference of degree, such that it appears as though everything is calculable, everything about the uncertain future is nonetheless decidable. "With its applications which aim only at the convenience of existence", writes Bergson, "science gives us the promise of well-being" (1965: 129).
Today's little analytics promise a convenience of existence via the detection of all human propensities. What need, then, for politics? If politics expresses the fallibility of our world, the impossibility of resolution of all matters economic, social, ethical, then it exists because not everything is reducible and resolvable. Politics in our times confronts a ubiquitous analytics that imagines an infallible world where even the most turbulent of situations can be rendered tractable. Perhaps the most striking and troubling matter of scale in "big" data is the recognition of an extensity that always exceeds the capacity of human knowledge to collect and apprehend it. The promise and allure of the little analytics is to see those things that would otherwise be invisible, to perceive the imperceptible, and to feed the insights to those who would
